Advisory Services
Advocacy and Information • Citizens Advice Bureau
Financial and Legal Guidance • Jewish Perspectives on Cancer Medical
Connections • Nutritional and Dietary Advice and Information
Resources and Information

Complementary Therapies
Acupuncture • Aromatherapy • Foot Care Service
Healing • Hot Stones • Indian Head Massage
Reflexology • Reiki • Shiatsu • Therapeutic Massage

Children and Family Service
Home Support Service
Counselling
Individuals, Couples and Families • Genetic Issues
Relationship Issues • Telephone Counselling

Therapies
Manual Lymphatic Drainage • Physiotherapy

Group Activities
Art Workshop • Laughter Clinic Meditation • Pilates
Post Breast Surgery Exercise Group • Wednesday Social Afternoons • Yoga

Support Groups
BRCA Gene Carriers’ Group • Breast Buddies
Groups for Cancer Patients • Groups for Parents of Cancer Patients

Medical Patrons
Prof Michael Baum • Prof Michael Brada • Mr Michael Douek
Prof Andrew Eder • Dr Rosalind Eeles • Dr Ian Ellis
Mr Daren Francis • Mr Jerry Gilmore • Prof Anthony Goldstone CBE
Prof Daniel Hochhauser • Prof Ian Jacobs • Prof Gordon Jayson
Mr Amir Kaisary • Prof Jonathan Ledermann • Prof Gordon McVie
Dr Jeremy Nathan • Dr Jane Neekin • Prof Gordon Rustin
Prof Karol Sikora • Prof Albert Singer • Prof Stephen Spiro
Prof Irving Taylor • Dr Adrian Tookman
Why include Chai in your Will?

Each year a rapidly increasing number of people turn to Chai Cancer Care for support to cope with the devastating effects of cancer.

Statistics confirm the number of people being diagnosed with cancer is increasing, whilst those with cancer are living longer – albeit in the shadow of the cancer itself. The effect on Chai is clear: more people requiring more services over a longer period of time.

Chai does not receive any government funding, depending exclusively on donations to meet the growing needs of our community.

By remembering Chai in your Will you will help to ensure that future generations of cancer patients and their families can access the very best expert advice and specialist support.

What to do next

If you already have a Will and want to include Chai Cancer Care, then ask your solicitor about a Codicil (a legal document read in conjunction with your existing Will that amends it to include your additional request)

If you have not yet written a Will, then we suggest you speak to a solicitor

If you have already included Chai, or intend to include Chai in your Will, then you may choose to let us know so we can honour you during your lifetime

If you would like to know more about Chai Cancer Care or leaving a legacy, then please call our Legacy Advisor Nicola Nathan in the strictest confidence on 020 8457 3395

All gifts, regardless of size, are greatly appreciated and will be acknowledged and honoured.